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Introduction

1. The contribution of effective audit arrangements to long-term organisational sustainability and success is widely recognised. In addition, effective audit arrangements provide reassurance to the public, regulators and other stakeholders as to the effectiveness of organisations, which in turn supports the autonomy of Higher Education providers.

2. Expectations of auditors are set out in various international, national and professional standards, Codes and guidelines. This Code’s primary audience is HE providers’ Audit Committees, and it is designed to support them in ensuring their institutions have the most effective audit arrangements.

3. The Code identifies the key principles and elements that form an effective Audit Committee. However, good audit practice is complex and goes beyond the adoption of the Code. Effective audit is not just about having a strong Audit Committee; it also requires competent and capable auditors coupled with an organisational culture which gives freedom to act; establishes authorities and accountabilities; and at its core fosters relationships based on mutual respect, trust and honesty.

4. By visibly adopting the Code, Audit Committees demonstrate leadership and stewardship in relation to the audit of their own institutions, and in doing so help to protect institutional reputation and provide a level of assurance to key stakeholders, partners (including the student community) and society more widely. The Code needs to be read alongside the governing instruments of HEIs and relevant legal and regulatory requirements.

5. While this Code takes account of international and national trends and developments, audit does not stand still. As the expectations of audit change, this Code itself will be reviewed regularly to ensure it remains fit for purpose – at least every four years and more regularly when there is significant change.

Using the Code

6. The Code sets out the key elements that enable HE providers to demonstrate their commitment to effective audit.

7. The autonomy and diversity of HE providers is one of the great strengths of the UK HE sector. Therefore, there is a need to ensure audit arrangements are proportionate and can apply to institutions irrespective of their size, complexity and legal form. Accordingly, this Code is premised on an ‘apply or explain’ basis in which the governing body is given a set of elements, but is not mandated to comply with everything. Governing bodies can determine, based on the advice of their Executive and considering size, scale and structure etc, which parts of the Code apply to them. However, they are expected to be able to explain and justify the reasons for not adopting elements of the Code.

8. Institutions that adopt the Code can confirm that they do so within the framework of an Audit Committee annual report that is made public and/or a separate statement within their annual accounts.
9. This Code is written for providers that have an Audit Committee and an internal audit function. These are not requirements for all providers. However, some of the principles, ideas and elements might be adopted by other committees if there is no Audit Committee.

What does the HE Code of Governance say?

10. Working with the Executive, the governing body sets the mission and strategic direction of the institution. It receives assurance that delivery of the strategic plan is in line with legislative and regulatory requirements, institutional values and wider institutional policies and procedures, and that effective systems of control and risk management are in place.

Why is it important?

11. Regardless of type or size, success for HEIs is built on a foundation of sound governance and financial and reputational sustainability. This requires robust internal controls, including arrangements for securing:
   - effective risk management;
   - value for money;
   - legal and regulatory compliance;
   - reliable, accurate and timely management information;
   - management and quality assurance of data submitted to the Higher Education Statistics Agency, the Student Loans Company, the OfS and Funding Councils, Research England and other bodies;
   - appropriate disclosure and transparency; and
   - a culture of uncompromising moral and ethical behaviour.

12. HEIs can access expertise in all these areas – and in the process more successfully fulfil their strategic goals – by using the knowledge and experience of Audit Committees and their auditors.

13. Culture is critical here: it is not just about ethical behaviour, but a culture across the organisation in which people can admit mistakes, embrace continual improvement and welcome constructive challenge. Audit Committees should act as the conscience of the HE provider and conduct their business in a way that provides the assurance required and, if necessary, identifies bad behaviour. Audit must not be a box-checking exercise (conducted to meet the narrowest definition of assurance), and should be about reputation, improvement, constructive challenge and innovation.

What are the key elements of an effective Audit Committee?

**Element 1:** The role of the Audit Committee is clearly understood.

**Element 2:** Audit Committee membership is independent, experienced and effective.

**Element 3:** Audit Committee meetings are properly organised and supported.

**Element 4:** The Audit Committee has enough resources and access.

**Element 5:** The Audit Committee communicates regularly and effectively with the governing body and appropriate stakeholders.

**Element 6:** The Audit Committee undertakes periodic assessments of its effectiveness.

**Element 7:** The Audit Committee exercises effective oversight of external audit.

**Element 8:** The Audit Committee exercises effective oversight of internal audit.
14. It is the role of the Audit Committee to advise and assist the governing body in respect of the entire assurance and control environment of the HE provider. Specifically, it will:

- review and recommend to the governing body for approval the annual consolidated financial statements of the institution, including consideration of the external auditors’ management letter and management responses to it;
- seek appropriate assurances in order that it can advise the governing body on the effectiveness of the HE provider’s arrangements for governance and internal control (see paragraph 10); and
- receive and consider the annual Head of Internal Audit report.

15. Audit Committees must not have any executive authority over the management of the HE provider except for matters that are linked to the provision of assurance and delegated to it, e.g. appointment and dismissal of internal and external auditors, agreement of audit plans and commissioning of specialist advice, if necessary.

16. Institutions should ensure that appropriate members of the Executive are responsible for active engagement with audit processes, the auditors and recommendations for improvements as a result of audits that are agreed with the Audit Committee.

17. The role and responsibilities of the Audit Committee should be set out in written terms of reference, and should – with reference to the relevant regulatory requirements – include the following objectives:

   a) Monitor and review the effectiveness of the institution’s entire risk management (including academic risk), control and governance arrangements. This will include compliance with the legal and regulatory framework that the institution operates within. This should include consideration of the culture and behaviour that is prevalent within the institution and arrangements that can affect reputation, such as the management of conflicts of interest.

   b) Review the audit of the institution’s financial statements, including the audit report, the statement of governors’ responsibilities and the statement of internal control. Audit Committees can fulfil a broader role than this, to include all aspects of the review of the financial statements and stand back from the narrative reporting (in particular the Strategic Report) and consider whether it is fair and balanced.

   c) Consider the transparency and openness of reporting throughout financial statements. There is a good case for separating the more dynamic financial decision making and support of the Finance Committee from the risk, data assurance and control role of the Audit Committee.

   d) Satisfy itself that suitable arrangements are in place to ensure sustainability and promote economy, efficiency and effectiveness (value for money).

   e) Consider and advise the governing body on the approach to internal audit – this can be an in-house function, membership of a consortia, outsourced or a hybrid approach. Once the approach is determined, the Audit Committee can consider the appointment and terms of engagement of the internal audit function (and the head of internal audit).

---

1 In addition, there is often a Finance Committee that recommends approval of the financial statements after a detailed examination – this is different to Audit Committee review, which provides assurance that there has been a robust examination of the statements via the internal process and the external audit.
if applicable), the budget for audit, the provision of any non-audit services (e.g. consultancy) by internal auditors, and any questions arising from their resignation or dismissal.

f) Review the nature and scope of the internal audit process and discuss with the internal auditors any problems and reservations arising from their audit, including their audit reports and any other matters the internal auditors may wish to discuss.

g) Consider and advise the governing body on the appointment and terms of reference of the external auditors, the audit fee, the provision of any non-audit services by the external auditors, and any questions of their resignation or dismissal.

h) Review the nature and scope of the external audit process and discuss with the external auditors any problems and reservations arising from their audit, including the external audit management letter and any other matters the external auditors may wish to discuss.

i) Monitor annually the performance and effectiveness of external and internal auditors, including any matters affecting their independence and objectivity.

j) Monitor other relevant sources of assurance, for example other external reviews.

k) Oversee the provider's policies related to ethical and other behaviours, including whistleblowing, anti-bribery, material adverse or reportable events, fraud and irregularity etc. – including being notified of any action taken under these policies (see Appendix 2).

18. The Audit Committee’s terms of reference should be coordinated with the responsibilities of other governing body or Senate/Academic Board Committees in the institution, for example where there is a Finance Committee, a Risk Management Committee, and other committees focused on risk (e.g. an Investment Committee or an Environment, Health and Safety Committee). These Committees may be required to consider the same issue from different perspectives. Care should be taken to clearly define the roles and responsibilities of each committee, when collaboration is required, whether cross-membership is allowed and whether the Audit Committee Chair or members might attend other committee meetings as an observer (and vice versa).

19. Audit Committee model terms of reference can be found in Appendix 1. These model terms of reference are intended to assist Audit Committees in creating or updating their own terms of reference for their specific circumstances. They are not prescriptive and serve only as a guide in establishing the Audit Committee’s work plan and meeting agendas.

Element 2: Audit Committee membership is independent, experienced and effective

20. The Audit Committee should consist of at least three independent members of the governing body and can co-opt non-members with relevant expertise or interests when necessary. All members of the Committee should be independent, objective and non-executive. The Audit Committee Chair should be a member of and appointed by the governing body. All members should be appointed by the governing body, and any ‘independent member’ (i.e. not a governing body member) should be appointed via the Nominations Committee.

Sometimes questions arise as to whether this includes all aspects of ethics, e.g. Research Ethics Committees’ and policies. The Audit Committee’s role is to provide assurance that there is an appropriate framework for managing research ethics, not to second-guess decisions made by an Ethics Committee.
Committee. Members will need the appropriate mix of skills and experience to allow them to discharge their duties effectively. At least one member of the Audit Committee should have recent and relevant experience in accounting or auditing.

21. The size of the Audit Committee will vary depending on the needs and culture of the institution and the extent of responsibilities delegated to the Committee by the governing body. Committees of three to five individuals are generally most appropriate because they provide for a sufficiently wide range of skills, perspectives and experience.

22. The Committee should have the right, whenever it is satisfied that this is appropriate, to go into confidential session and exclude any or all other participants and observers other than the Audit Committee Secretary. A useful approach is for Audit Committees to routinely have member-only sessions before a meeting, then invite only the auditors to discuss anything they might wish to keep private, and at the end, ask the auditors to leave to give the Executive the opportunity to raise any further private matters. This stops such sessions being seen as somehow related to a particular problem or critical issue.

23. As co-opted members are appointed only to the Audit Committee and not the governing body they will have to make efforts to obtain and maintain an appropriate understanding of the institution. In this respect, appropriate induction training is critical, as is an ongoing programme of activity to ensure that members maintain enough appropriate contact with the organisation. Where appropriate, co-opted members could be copied in on the minutes of the governing body and the papers prepared for its meetings. Whether or not papers are copied, the key requirement is that members need to understand how the HEI operates, its critical processes, the HE sector and key legislation affecting the sector. They also need to understand the role of auditors. This enables them to challenge rigorously and support appropriately, as required.

24. Appointments to the Audit Committee, including co-option arrangements, should be transparent and made by the governing body on the recommendation of the Nomination Committee, in consultation with the Chair of the Audit Committee. Terms of three years, with staggered expiration dates and clear succession planning to help to ensure continuity, are common.

25. All Audit Committee members need to be independent and objective. Senior employees of the institution are generally not considered independent and should not be members of the Audit Committee. Similarly, the Vice-Chancellor, Chair of the governing body and Chair of the Finance Committee (or equivalent) should not be members of the Audit Committee. This does not preclude the Secretary to the Committee being an employee. Nevertheless, some institutions appoint students and staff to their Audit Committees on the basis that it builds trust, promotes inclusion and demonstrates transparency.

26. When determining the independence of an Audit Committee member, the governing body might consider whether any material relationships or circumstances could affect (or appear to affect) the member’s judgement. Such relationships and circumstances may occur if the individual has:

- or has had within the last three years, a material business relationship with the institution, either directly or as a partner, shareholder, director, consultant or senior employee of a body which has such a relationship with the institution; has
be an employee of the institution within the last five years;
• close family ties with any of the institution's advisers, officers or senior employees; or has
• significant links with any of the institution's auditors, advisers, officers or senior employees through involvement in other bodies.

27. Audit Committee members are not usually members of a Finance Committee or its equivalent. This is because the Audit Committee needs the independence to be able to challenge the Finance Committee. Cross-representation might be appropriate where the following conditions are met:
• the Audit Committee has at least three members (not counting co-optees);
• the person serving on both Committees is not the Chair of either; or
• in institutions which have a treasurer, that person does not serve on both Committees (albeit this individual might attend the meetings of both Committees).

28. Notwithstanding the above, consideration might be given to Audit Committee members occasionally attending Finance Committee meetings by invitation, as observers and vice versa. Consideration should be given to the ongoing independence of the Audit Committee if there is a regular observer, as this could adversely influence the work and deliberations of the Committee.

29. In determining who should sit on the Audit Committee, the governing body should not lose sight of the fact that the Committee's remit is much broader than financial audit. The Audit Committee's approach should always be risk-based, and therefore its remit encompasses aspects of governance; culture and behaviour; risk management (including academic risk) and control, as well as the economy; efficiency and effectiveness of the institution's activities. It is important that the Audit Committee seeks multiple inputs into its deliberations drawing on Executive management, internal and external auditors and any other expert voices it feels necessary to be able to reach a rounded conclusion.

30. Equally, it may be beneficial for members to have experience in areas pertinent to the institution and the specific circumstances in which it operates. For example, including staff from other institutions on the Audit Committee may help the Committee to draw its conclusions as to whether certain governance, risk or control processes will be easily embedded within the fabric of the institution.

31. When determining the composition of the Audit Committee, it is also important to balance experience in several different areas with a wide range of knowledge, skills and personal attributes such as:
• sound judgement;
• integrity and probity;
• the ability to question intelligently and with relevance;
• the ability to and debate constructively;
• the ability to challenge rigorously and decide dispassionately; and
• being trusted and respected by other governing body and Committee members.

32. It is important to emphasise that effective Audit Committees are about the people and their behaviours more than the processes and structures. This means that all members need to make sure they attend most meetings, prepare appropriately and make an effective contribution. To contribute
means that they will need a good understanding of the business. The roles of the Chair and Clerk are crucial in ensuring an appropriate rigour of debate; effective relationships with management and auditors and checking that the Committee continuously adds value to the operations of the institution.

Element 3: Audit Committee meetings are properly organised and supported

33. Audit Committee meetings need to coincide with key dates within the financial reporting and audit cycle to enable the Committee to make timely and influential decisions. A quorum will normally be at least two members, one of whom must be a member of governing body. If there is only one member of a governing body present, they should take the Chair for the meeting. If members are unable to attend, then provision should be made for them to provide comments on any papers, either via the Committee Secretary or the Chair, in advance of the meeting.

34. Audit Committees need a set of standing orders within the context of general governance arrangements for the provider to ensure the proper conduct of business. These standing orders must be approved by the governing body and be subject to regular review (i.e. at least biennially).

35. Notwithstanding the Audit Committee’s right to decide who is entitled to attend any meeting, the internal and external auditors should have unrestricted right of access to the Audit Committee and/or its Chair and the right to ask the Chair to convene a meeting if necessary. The single exception would be agenda items covering the review of the audit service itself.

Element 4: The Audit Committee has enough resources and access

36. The Audit Committee must be provided with enough resources to undertake its duties and make effective use of its time. The Committee must have the right to obtain all the information it considers necessary and to consult directly with the internal auditors, external auditors, Executive management and any employees it considers necessary.

37. The governing body should make funds available to the Audit Committee to enable it to take independent legal, accounting or other advice when the Committee reasonably believes it necessary to do so.

38. The institution should provide an induction programme for new Audit Committee members. This should cover the role of the Audit Committee, including its terms of reference and expected time commitment by members, and an overview of the institution including, for example, its key risks and critical accounting policies. Depending on skills and experience this may need to be supplemented by a development programme.

39. The Audit Committee should have a Secretary – normally the clerk to the governing body or some other independent person. In determining the Secretary to the Committee, the governing body should consider whether the proposed Secretary has significant financial or other senior management responsibilities that might impair, or be seen to impair, the independence of the individual.

Element 5: The Audit Committee communicates regularly and effectively with the governing body and appropriate stakeholders

40. The Audit Committee should ensure that it communicates effectively with the governing body, head of finance (or equivalent), internal auditor, external auditor and other stakeholders. The key channel of communication is via the Audit Committee Chair.
41. The Audit Committee also needs to have open, timely communications with the governing body if it is to assist the governing body effectively in discharging its responsibility for adequate and effective risk management, culture, control and governance and for the economy, efficiency and effectiveness of the institution's activities. This may be via written reports at Board meetings, written information in between meetings and oral reports at Board meetings from the Chair.

42. The Audit Committee should produce an annual report for the governing body and the Head of Institution, timed to support the preparation of the published financial statements.

43. The Audit Committee should consider the annual financial statements in the presence of the external auditors, including the auditors' formal opinion, the statement of members' responsibilities and the statement of internal control, and when satisfied recommend them to the governing body for approval.

44. The annual report should include the Committee's opinion of the adequacy and effectiveness of the institution's arrangements for risk management, control and governance, sustainability, economy, efficiency and effectiveness (value for money) and the quality of data submitted to regulatory bodies. The report should describe how the Audit Committee has discharged its duties and should include any significant issues arising during the financial year and the period up to the date of the report.

45. The governing body needs to monitor any changes from the date of the Audit Committee report to the date of approval of the audited financial statements as the statement of internal control must explicitly relate to the period covered by the financial statements, and the period up to Board approval.

Element 6: The Audit Committee undertakes periodic assessments of its effectiveness

46. The Audit Committee should periodically (a minimum of every four years) undertake a review of its terms of reference and its own effectiveness and recommend any necessary changes to the governing body.

47. There is no right way to conduct such a review, but some form of assessment is desirable every year, and it is best that different approaches are used in different years. So, one year, it might simply be a discussion in a member-only session about how things have gone and what might be changed. Another year, there might be a questionnaire issued to members, auditors and senior managers, while occasionally there may be merit in asking for some external input – perhaps from the Audit Chair or the Head of Audit from another institution, and sometimes from an independent reviewer (typically as part of an independent review of the institution's overall governance arrangements). Possible areas for consideration are set out in Appendix 3).

Element 7: The Audit Committee exercises effective oversight of external audit

48. The Audit Committee assists the governing body by providing independent oversight over external audit. Specifically, the Audit Committee should:
   a) Consider and advise the governing body on the appointment and terms of reference of the external auditors, having done due diligence on the audit

---

Auditors should only be asked about how well the Committee performs, not about the effectiveness of other auditors.
firma including their membership of a professional institute (which ensures that they will comply with relevant audit codes and regulations), and ensure through contract that they will comply with relevant audit codes and regulations, the audit fee, the provision of any non-audit services by the external auditors, and any questions arising from their resignation or dismissal.

b) Review the nature and scope of the external audit process and discuss with the external auditors any problems and reservations arising from their audit, including the management letter and any other matters the external auditors may wish to discuss.

c) Monitor the performance and effectiveness of the external auditors each year, including any matters affecting their independence and objectivity.

d) Consider the external auditor’s independence and request from the auditor a statement that sets out the auditor’s processes used to ensure their independence and objectivity, taking into consideration relevant UK professional and regulatory requirements. For its part, the audit firm should have properly monitored internal policies and procedures in place to establish that the firm and its individual members are independent from the institution. This should take place at intervals of, at most, one year.

49. The Audit Committee needs to ensure that it exercises appropriate oversight over the audit of subsidiaries as well as the institution itself. Where the same firm audits both subsidiary entities and the institution, the Audit Committee should review the nature, scope and results of the external audit process with the ‘group’ auditor. Similar considerations apply where subsidiary entities are audited by different auditors. Here, the Audit Committee needs to satisfy itself that the group auditor is factoring into the audit plan significant subsidiary audit risks, and that appropriate audit evidence is sought.

50. The governing body, acting on the advice of the Audit Committee, may pass a resolution to remove the auditors before the end of their term of office if serious shortcomings are identified.

51. Where auditors cease to hold office for any reason, they should provide the governing body with a statement of any circumstances connected with their removal which they consider should be brought to the governing body’s attention, or a statement that there are no such circumstances. The Audit Committee should investigate the issues giving rise to such resignation or removal and consider whether any action is required. If necessary, the Audit Committee Chair should ensure that each member of the governing body has a copy of the auditors’ statement.

52. To help ensure that non-audit services provided by the auditor do not impair, or appear to impair, the auditor’s independence or objectivity, the Audit Committee should develop a policy on the provision and pre-approval of all non-audit services. In determining this policy, the Committee should consider the skills and experience of the audit firm, potential threats to the auditor’s independence and objectivity, and any controls put in place by the institution and the auditor to mitigate such threats.

53. The pre-approved policy devised by the Audit Committee should formally specify the types of non-audit work from which the external auditor should be excluded, and the types of work for which the external auditor can be engaged. The policy should ensure that the auditor has appropriate procedures to ensure compliance with their profession’s ethical standards.
54. Where the institution is incorporated under the Companies Acts, the ‘directors’ (members of the governing body) are required to report publicly that they have taken steps to make themselves aware of relevant audit information and have disclosed all relevant information to the external auditor.

55. At the end of the audit cycle, the Audit Committee should review the audit findings, including any changes in audit approach or any modification to the auditor’s report. The issues to be discussed will depend on institutional and audit circumstances. Nevertheless, the Audit Committee should:
- discuss with the external auditor any major issues that arose during the audit and were subsequently resolved, and those issues that have been left unresolved;
- review any problems detected in internal control;
- review key accounting and audit judgements; and
- review levels of errors identified during the audit, obtaining explanations from management and, where necessary, the external auditor about why certain errors might remain uncorrected.

Element 8: The Audit Committee exercises effective oversight of internal audit

56. The Audit Committee assists the governing body by providing independent oversight over internal audit. Specifically, the Committee should:
- assist the governing body in the appointment, or termination of appointment, of the institution's head of internal audit or externally provided internal audit function. The Committee’s recommendation to the governing body should be based on its assessment of the qualifications, expertise, resources and independence of the internal auditor and the effectiveness of the audit process (see below);
- ensure that the internal auditors have direct access to the Chair of the Audit Committee and the governing body, and are directly accountable to the Audit Committee for their performance;
- review and assess the internal audit work plan;
- receive periodic reports on the results of the internal auditors' work;
- review and monitor management’s responsiveness to the internal auditors' findings and recommendations;
- monitor internal auditors' performance annually against agreed performance measures; and
- ensure that internal audit is properly positioned within the institution and is adequately resourced to fulfil its role effectively.

57. The contracts for any externally provided services should be subject to competitive tender at least every five years, subject to any procurement rules. Contracts should include a clause to allow for earlier termination in the event of unsatisfactory performance.

58. Provision should be made for outgoing auditors to complete their work and submit their final annual report. Attendance by the outgoing auditors at the appropriate Audit Committee meeting should also be considered. If there is a change in auditor, institutions should ensure that the new contract immediately follows the end of the old contract or make other suitable arrangements.

59. Subject to normal staffing arrangements (for in-house auditors) and any contractual arrangements, only the governing body (or the Audit Committee where delegated authority exists) in consultation with the Vice-Chancellor (or equivalent) may pass a resolution to remove the internal auditors before the end of their term of office if serious shortcomings are identified.
60. The Audit Committee should review the audit plan and satisfy itself that appropriate audit coverage will cover all the institution's assurance needs. This includes ensuring that the requirements of regulators are actively considered as part of the planning process. If internal audit is not covering an area, then other means of assurance should be in place. When the Audit Committee is satisfied with the audit plan, it should, if its terms of reference so require, recommend the plan to the governing body for approval. Once the plan has been approved, the Audit Committee should monitor the auditors’ progress against it during the year. Ideally, the Audit Committee will operate a rolling planning cycle to ensure each key area is considered at least once every three years.

61. The Audit Committee should also do its utmost to ensure that internal audit has:
   - enough respect and support within the institution;
   - unrestricted access to all records, assets, personnel and premises;
   - authorisation to obtain whatever information and explanations are considered necessary by the head of internal audit; and
   - adequate human and other resources to perform its work effectively.

62. While the internal auditors report to the HOI (or equivalent) on a day-to-day basis, the Audit Committee has an oversight responsibility. As such, the Committee needs to determine appropriate communication channels and reporting arrangements with internal audit. This will include the unrestricted right of the Head of Internal Audit to report any matter they deem appropriate to the Chair of the Audit Committee. It is important to make best use of members’ time and effectively manage the amount of paperwork received by Audit Committees. Some Audit Committees want to see every audit report, some a summary of every report, some only reports with limited (or no) assurance and others a periodic summary. Progress reports, comparing audit activity against the audit plan, are also useful.

63. It is important that the Audit Committee considers significant individual audit findings or recommendations, though it need not be concerned with more detailed findings unless the Committee considers it valuable to do so.

64. The governing body, advised by the Audit Committee, should ultimately be responsible for either ensuring that management takes prompt and effective action on those audit reports which call for it, or recognising and accepting the risks of management’s inaction.

65. The internal audit service should provide the governing body and HOI with an annual report of its activities. This report should relate to the financial year and should include any significant issues up to the date of the report. Such reports are generally reviewed by the Audit Committee.

66. When agreeing appropriate performance measures for internal audit, the Audit Committee should recognise that, to be effective, such measures need to be adapted to each institution's requirements. The following are some of the more common measures used to monitor the performance of internal audit, but selection is a matter for each institution:
   - performance against agreed programme, scope and time;
   - staffing continuity, skills mix, quality and seniority of team;
   - timeliness of engagements and reports;
   - clarity and accuracy of reports, and effectiveness of follow-up of previous recommendations;
   - Audit Committee attendance;
   - focus on risk and key issues; and
   - openness in discussion with the Audit Committee.
Appendix 1
Audit Committee: model terms of reference

Constitution
The governing body has established a Committee of the governing body known as the Audit Committee.

Scope
It is the role of the Audit Committee to advise and assist the governing body in respect of the entire assurance and control environment of the institution.

Membership
All members of the Audit Committee and its Chair shall be appointed by the governing body, from among its own members, and must consist of members with no executive responsibility for the management of the institution. There shall be no fewer than three members; a quorum shall be at least two members. The Chair of the governing body and Chair of the Finance Committee should not be members of the Audit Committee. Members should not have significant interests in the institution.

At least one member should have recent relevant experience in finance, accounting or auditing. The Committee may, if it considers it necessary or desirable, co-opt members with relevant expertise.

Attendance at meetings
The head of finance (or equivalent), the head of internal audit and a representative of the external auditors shall normally attend meetings where business relevant to them is to be discussed. The Committee has the right, whenever it is satisfied that this is appropriate, to go into confidential session and exclude any or all other participants and observers other than the Audit Committee Secretary.

Frequency of meetings
Meetings shall normally be held four times each financial year. The external auditors or head of internal audit may request additional meetings if they consider it necessary.

Authority
The Committee is authorised by the governing body to investigate any activity within its terms of reference. It is authorised to seek any information it requires from any employee, and all employees are directed to cooperate with requests made by the Committee.

The Committee is authorised by the governing body to obtain outside legal or other independent professional advice and to secure the attendance of non-members with relevant experience and expertise if it considers this necessary, normally in consultation with the HOI and/or Chair of the governing body. However, it may not incur direct expenditure in this respect more than £xx without the prior approval of the governing body.
The Audit Committee is authorised to approve[4] all audit planning documents on behalf of the governing body.

The Audit Committee will review the audit of the draft annual financial statements. These aspects will include the external audit opinion, the statement of members' responsibilities, the statement of internal control and any relevant issue raised in the external auditors' management letter. The Committee should, where appropriate, confirm with the internal and external auditors that the effectiveness of the internal control system has been reviewed, and comment on this in its annual report to the governing body.

Duties

The duties of the Committee shall be to:

a) Advise the governing body on the appointment of the external auditors, the audit fee, the provision of any non-audit services by the external auditors, and any questions of resignation or dismissal of the external auditors.

b) Discuss with the external auditors, before the audit begins, the nature and scope of the audit.

c) Discuss with the external auditors problems and reservations arising from the interim and final audits, including a review of the management letter, incorporating management responses, and any other matters the external auditors may wish to discuss (in the absence of management where necessary).

d) Consider and advise the governing body on the appointment and terms of engagement of the internal audit service (and the head of internal audit if applicable), the audit fee, the provision of any non-audit services by the internal auditors, and any questions of resignation or dismissal of the internal auditors.

e) Review the internal auditors' audit risk assessment, strategy and programme; consider major findings of internal audit investigations and management response; and promote coordination between the internal and external auditors. The Committee will ensure that the resources made available for internal audit are enough to meet the institution's needs (or make a recommendation to the governing body as appropriate).

f) Keep under review the effectiveness of the risk management, culture, control and governance arrangements and review the external auditors' management letter, the internal auditors' annual report and management responses.

g) Monitor the implementation of agreed audit-based recommendations from whatever source.

h) Ensure that all significant losses have been thoroughly investigated and that the internal and external auditors – and where appropriate the regulator – have been informed.

i) Oversee the institution's policy on fraud and irregularity, including being notified of any action taken under that policy.

j) Satisfy itself that suitable arrangements are in place to ensure the sustainability of the institution and to promote economy, efficiency and effectiveness. This may include consideration of arrangements that:

   a) support the culture and behaviour that is prevalent within the institution;

   b) ensure the effective management of conflicts of interest; and

   c) enable the appointment of ‘fit and proper persons’ to the governing body and senior executive positions.

---

4 Or recommend to the governing body for approval.
k) Satisfy itself that effective arrangements are in place to ensure appropriate and accurate data returns are made to external stakeholders and regulatory bodies.

l) Receive any relevant reports from the National Audit Office and its equivalents in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, the regulator and other organisations.

m) Monitor annually the performance and effectiveness of the external and internal auditors, including any matters affecting their objectivity, and make recommendations to the governing body concerning their reappointment, where appropriate.

n) Monitor other relevant sources of assurance, for example other external reviews.

o) Consider elements of the annual financial statements in the presence of the external auditors, including the auditors’ formal opinion, the statement of members’ responsibilities and the statement of internal control, in accordance with the regulator’s accounts directions.

p) In the event of the merger or dissolution of the institution, ensure that the necessary actions are completed, including arranging for a final set of financial statements to be completed and signed.

**Reporting procedures**

The minutes (or a report) of meetings of the Audit Committee will be circulated to all members of the governing body.

The Committee will prepare an annual report covering the institution’s financial year and any significant issues up to the date of preparing the report. The report will be addressed to the governing body and HOI and will summarise the activity for the year. It will give the Committee’s opinion of the adequacy and effectiveness of the institution’s arrangements for the following:

- risk management, control and governance (the risk management element includes the accuracy of the statement of internal control included with the annual statement of accounts); and
- sustainability, economy, efficiency and effectiveness.

This opinion should be based on the information presented to the Committee. The Audit Committee annual report should normally be submitted to the governing body before the members’ responsibility statement in the annual financial statements is signed. The report will usually be published after consideration by the governing body.

**Clerking arrangements**

The clerk to the Audit Committee will be the Secretary to the governing body (or another appropriate independent individual).

**Review**

The Audit Committee should periodically (and at a minimum of every four years) undertake a review of its terms of reference and its own effectiveness and recommend any necessary changes to the governing body.
The Audit Committee should question whether management has considered those risks likely to have the greatest financial, reputational or regulatory impact on the institution. This should include:

- how the Nolan Principles are integrated into the operations of the provider;
- the management of whistleblowing procedures;
- arrangements for anti-bribery;
- tests for ‘fit and proper persons’/reference checking;
- the identification and reporting of material adverse events;
- identifying fraud risks and a rigorous assessment of any relevant internal controls and their ability to prevent and/or detect fraud; and
- the management of conflicts of interest.

The Audit Committee should determine whether a consistent approach is taken across the provider, whether the risks assessed as high are dealt with appropriately, and whether management is engaged in the process.

The Audit Committee should enquire as to whether the institution has an effective awareness programme which is updated as appropriate and provided in a relevant format to different levels of management and staff (including new joiners).

The Audit Committee is not involved in day-to-day management, and therefore not closely involved with the detail of matters related to these activities, behaviours and procedures. However, it can usefully focus attention on the need for proper policies and procedures to help in protecting reputation. In some institutions the governing body may delegate this role to an Ethics Committee.

The Audit Committee should question whether appropriate policies have been issued and whether they are user-friendly and adopted throughout the institution. Policies which might be considered include a fraud-response plan, a whistleblowing policy (see below), induction and appraisal arrangements, etc. The Committee should consider not just whether these policies are appropriate, but whether they are effective and how management has confirmed this. The Audit Committee’s objective should be to ensure that arrangements are in place for the proportionate and independent investigation of such matters and for appropriate follow-up action – i.e. an oversight role.

The Committee should ensure that management is providing clear direction to the institution on ethical and other behaviour and requesting and receiving relevant information on suspected breaches and risks.

The following are, among other factors, sometimes seen as symptomatic of a potential for breaches in appropriate behaviour to occur:

- overly dominant senior executives with unfettered powers;
- frequent changes in finance or other key personnel, auditors or other professional advisers;
- implausible explanations as to reductions in satisfaction levels and/or rises in complaints, unexpected costs, surpluses, or projections that are too good to be true;

\(^5\) Including whistleblowing, anti-bribery, material adverse and reportable events, fraud and irregularity, etc.
● a lack of justification for special arrangements made for specific staff or contractors;
● individuals who have expensive lifestyles or behaviours that are potentially at variance with the remuneration they receive from the institution;
● decision-making processes that are not transparent; and
● discouragement of constructive challenge.
Appendix 3
Audit Committee Self-Review

There is no ‘right’ way to carry out such a review, but the following is a set of statements which can be used as a basis for such a review. Members of the Committee can use this as an agenda for discussion, as a questionnaire for individual completion and collation, or as an aide memoire for an external reviewer to use at interview. There are other questions that might be asked, and equally it may not be necessary to ask each question every year. The questions can be considered by members, auditors and managers.

Theme 1: Committee focus
1. The Committee has clear and agreed terms of reference.
2. The Committee has a clear understanding of their roles and responsibilities, including, where appropriate, those relevant to bodies in receipt of public funds.
3. The Committee has set itself a series of objectives it wants to achieve this year.
4. The Committee has made a conscious decision about how it wants to operate in terms of the level of information it would like to receive for each of the items in its cycle of business.
5. Committee members contribute regularly across the range of issues discussed.
6. The Committee is fully aware of the key controls, sources of assurance and who provides them, and who is responsible for mitigating the key risks to the organisation.
7. The Committee clearly understands and receives assurances and oversees controls to manage/operate key functions.
8. Consideration is given to all the areas within the Committee’s remit, appropriate to the significance and risk to the institution.

Theme 2: Committee team working
9. The Committee has the right balance of experience, knowledge and skills to fulfil the role described in its terms of reference.
10. The Committee has at least one member who has a good understanding or experience of auditing.
11. The Committee has at least one member who has a recent and relevant accounting background.
12. The Committee has structured its agenda to cover all areas within its remit.
13. The Committee builds constructive professional relationships with both internal and external auditors.
14. The Committee ensures that the relevant manager attends meetings to enable it to secure the required level of understanding of the reports and information it receives.
15. Management fully briefs the Committee in relation to the key risks, assurances and gaps in control/assurance in a timely fashion.
16. Members feel sufficiently comfortable within the Committee environment to be able to express their views, doubts and opinions.
17. Members understand the information and messages discussed at meetings.
18. When a decision has been made or action agreed, members feel confident that it will be implemented as agreed and in line with the timescale set down.
Theme 3: Committee effectiveness

19. The quality of Committee papers received allows members to perform their roles effectively.
20. The timeliness of Committee papers received allows members to perform their roles effectively.
21. Members provide real and genuine challenge.
22. Debate can flow, and conclusions are reached without being limited by time constraints, etc.
23. Each agenda item is ‘closed off’ appropriately so that members are clear what the conclusion is, who is doing what, when and how, and how progress will be monitored.
24. At the end of each meeting members discuss the outcomes and reflect on decisions made and what did and did not work well.
25. The Committee provides a written summary report of its meetings to the governing body.
26. The governing body understands the reporting from the Committee.
27. There is a formal appraisal of the Committee’s effectiveness each year. The appraisal is evidence-based and considers the views of members and external contributors.

Theme 4: Committee engagement

28. The Committee reviews internal audit plans, ensuring appropriate internal audit coverage of key control systems and the proper degree of coordination of work with external auditors.
29. The Committee reviews the external audit scope and approach, ensuring members understand and are satisfied with the extent of audit work anticipated and the level of assurance obtained.
30. The Committee actively challenges management to gain a clear understanding of key matters.
31. The Committee is clear about the complementary relationship it has with the other governing body or Senate/Academic Board Committees.

Theme 5: Committee leadership

32. The Committee Chair has a positive impact on Committee performance.
33. Committee meetings are chaired effectively and with clarity of purpose and outcome.
34. The Committee Chair is visible within the organisation and is considered approachable.
35. The Committee Chair allows debate to flow freely and does not assert their own views too strongly.
36. The Committee Chair provides clear and concise information to the governing body on the activities of the Committee and the implications of all identified risks, gaps in control and assurances.